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through the' export of agricultural and mining products.
But' .experience shows that in" relation to' the increase in

the world prosperity markets 'for'agricultural, products
grow relatively; slowly.

Meanwhile, we in the'poorer.

countries are faced with a.rapid growth in population
and' with the standards of life demanded by the. masses.
It has been calculated that a ifo increase in the per
capita income

of an industrialised country" increases

the demand1 for. food and "raw" materials ""by only 0.6$,

bu't that t.je same increase in per capita income in
a

■

country importing manufactured articles will lead

to an "increase of 1.8^ in the demand for imports.
Superimposed on-this has.'"been a tendency for the
terms

of trade

countries.

to move

against the less developed

Unless we in Africa "build, up quickly "our

domestic services of supply for enough'of the' industrial
products which are required'for the modernization of
our countries,'we will' either "become

increasingly"

indebted'to - and "hence ""politically dependent on foreign countries,

or have

our. progress undermined "by

"balance of payments' difficulties.'
Our countries have ' a need'to increase the
production of agricultural commodities,

"both food and

'raw materials, "for. domestic" food markets,
industrial enterprises;

and also'for export. " But both

history and contemporary experience
exclusive

teach us that

dependence upon agriculture

basis for development policy.
Africa the

for. domestic

is not a viable

Industry must play in

same part that it has played elsewhere

raising/

3/-

in
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perspectives the

is

still

EGA launched ;i ts

"Industrial

steadily 'growings

ii-dusti-i;-!

"Nearly, four years

prc-gr^n^e with a stuuy entitled

Growth in■Airica0 "

paper

it

was

Africa could reach "broadly the pro Gent levels

of

economic

development

a

In

of We at fern ' J-iu.ro pe by

by approximately

doubling-1 its

tiiis

the

argued that

end of the present

agricultural

2"5-fold increase "'in industrial

implications

ago

output

per head and

production per head.

of''such' a structural

century

'The

by

■

transformation of Africa are

that-'the share1 of" agriculture would fall from 33/^ in 19&0 to 20^
b^ the end of the century j-ncL that of industry rise from 20}t to
A-Of.,

: It is

only recjuire'd that total

industrial

output' increase

at about Qf. from i960 to' I98O and thereafter at jf- .for" this ■ target
to be reached.

Considering the

small base from which we start,

is apparent that the objective of bringing Africa's
potential to"the projected level

given sound policies" and a steady

should be "fairly

-^ill.

the targets in some development plans

'rates appear to be c.Luite modestv'
industrial

it

industrial

easy to achieve

In fact, "when judged by

in Africa these growth

In the scheme" for co-ordinated

development in 'the "Ikst African Sub-region discussed

"recently at

the level

.

Lusaka, it was

implied that with realistic planning

of gross domestic product in that area could'increase

from s;-little under % billion US- ^ in 196I to over 10 billion
in ■197:5- and that gross'industrial output could increase by
nearly 3f 'billion dollars".

'A scheme implying similar orders" of

magnitude" of growth is'put' forward byJthe recent ECA mission on

economic co-ordination in Central "Africa.

I have cited these

figures to illustrate' the "vust :yet: perfectly realisable perspectives

How....far such expansion will go

towards

closing" the

gap

between-Africa and the developed countries '"by "the'end of
:th.e :century naturally ■ depends

on the rates

of growth.

-.■achieved "by the 'developed ■ countries" themselves.

main-concern however1 is to grow as

Our

fast as we ' cari'and

not. gust ■■'being: worried about the: date when'the' gap will
be ■ closed.' • -; '

■■■ ',

.

■ ■„, ■

'

■

■ -

."Whatever-'industry we

■

..

■

-

■

attempt to build, "the

same' sort

■-.■.of .problems', arise .- 'An accurate' knowledge', of" natural!"
resources is required.

- Although

there "is much more

to

■.be . l.earnedj,.we.,- already know that "we have' in Africa the
natural res-o'&rces "to-feed a vast'range"''"of industries.

Cheap, energy.has to be obtained.

While Africa" i's.'.'rich

in -energy re source 4 only a fraction of them have'""been
harnessed.
transport,

Industry cannot grow without "efficient
■' But--we ' can get ourselves■out of'the vicious

circle . since. new:transport links "can themselves be-.
Justified in strictly commercial terms by ""the
development ■possibilities now "opened "up,"
subjects - natural resources,
are :Vi.-fcall-y important,

specific

These three

energy and transport -

but they are not

on the ' agenda,

o-f -this -Conference -■-■"■ ■"'■''.

- ■ We- need" "'technical studies to establish" the .economics
of

spefeifi'C' industrial projects and their relationship

t o ■.::■:©iher- projects -.

" We have to 'acquire "and" apply' the most

.appropriate .techniques which means partly 'creating
channels for ■ transferring" technology'f rom"'oth"er' areas to

Africa- and- partly7 a' subs'tantial' increase''in applied

resear-ch ■on African- problems.

Industrial"''projects have

to-be fitted'--within a programme" which' In "turn should be

woven into th-e national '■ developmenV'plan, ' Projects have
-..-■■ :■ .-

to be/

6/.
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to be developed in a sequence,, from', the preliminary

■

"study "through "the. economic and technical feasibility- "
studies to the engineering studies on the basis of which
tenders can be invite-d and the. building of the Industry
can. start.

Manpower at all appropriate, levels has-to

be^trained. Finance has. to be found and incentives ■ ■
"provided, including frequently" tariff. protection-," so- "
that new projects are profitable ~ -and.this applies Just

:"as much .whether it .is the state or a private entrepreneur
which is building the industry. ^ And here we have to " <■

distinguish between commercial -profitability and national,
or even multinational, .profitability during the--whole
revenue-earning life of the industrial equipment.

But

at all times adjustments can be made .from .the point .of
view of national economic profitability allowing for the
fact that the real cost of a project to. the economy may
be greater or less than the cost'to the. enterprise." A
variety of policy devices can.be used in assisting

industrialisation including pricing policy, protective
duties,

taxes and subsidies. ...

■ .:-,

There is yet another major:- consideration which

lies" at the heart of SCA's thinking on,,industrialisation
and which should, I suggest, be a major theme■of this

Symposium.

African development plans have so far been ■-

drawn up largely, in isolation one ...from another. There ■'■
'are those" who argue for an all-African ..plan- to be drawir ■
up immediately.

But at the present stage most of us ■■

believe this approach to be unworkable.

:T&ere. ,is of

course much scope for the development of small and.

medium scale industry to serve national .miarIcets. '.But
there are many industrial projects which are. not
feasible.

■"

"
/

"

'

/
Page

feasible

on a national1" s'Cale "but becofife^sb' when under

taken for groups

'of

of

countries,

owing to the

advantages

international specialisation and the importance

economies

of■scale.

for

sub-regional

not

"be

sense
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the

the

essence

of

integrated development.

confused with

of

is

term.

common markets

In part

the

of

case

But this.should

in the

European

of Y-'est'erh "-Europe

a. common

market has been established, grouping together .advanced
economies whose
markets

established industries

and .where

the

removal

facilitate

further

is

liberalisation

not

the

by

the

development

growth.

of

ECA has

'industrial

to" discuss

these

countries have
ministerial

out

and

expert

are

greater

not
and

only

'development."

The

the" "establishment

recent
of

African Sub-region,

■possession of a most

are

exist.,

of countries.

in each

on

they

The Maghreb

from

are

ECA.

studies

actively

their

conference

the

ECA

also

industrial

in Lusaka recommended
for

G-overnmenis of v which

are'counting'on

in

and regularly

series

the

East

are " now

■■ ■

■■ " •■■

"

continuing help

Five of/

in

Thee e
from

secretariat.

■■ -

■

of preliminary

industrial' studies'covering almost all sectors.
■countries

four

are.running.

industrial

comprehensiye

of "the

institutions, at the

assistance

but

on

already been meet

similar institutions
the

to promote

planned..

level which

negotiating among themselves

can

comprehensive, studies

common

depth,

have

of■ groups

carrying out

greater

trade

which .do not now

and more

established

to

our main problem

we

and there have

themselves,' although with
They

trade?

development possibilities

sub-regions"of Africa,
ings

of

efforts

carried

barriers

In Africa

industries

co-ordinating the
The

of

can gain wider

.
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the

Five^of

the

six countries of Central Africa have

/a-lsb-, ''through '^he "Treaty""of 'unEAC, established their"
own'-"p'-drmanent'institutions'and 'it is 'to"be Hoped 'that
■'a; way- will shortly be 'found ""for the' association of'the

sixth '■country"-in the ■ sub-region",

itie Democratic''Republic

-of the Congou*-The- 5CA through' its 'recent mission -has
prepared1 a ■comprehensive1 report now in "the -course

of"

-■being finalised' for consideration at a meeting -of the
Central "-'African Sub-region to be held in April."'

■■■

;

"

At-Bamako in October 1965 the' countries of the'

:West'African Sub-region examined a number of preliminary
■s'tudies and have "subsequently made progress in the iron
and "steel, sector,

machinery.

again by the" setting up

of

their own

The "EGA secretariat is now"'.'in." the* course

of preparing a further1 series

of sector' studies which

will be /considered" at" a conference

■Sub-region' to be held" in'May,

when it is hoped that'""'

permanent institutions for economic
'West .Africa will ' also"""be

of1 the West'African

co-operation in

established.

The picture

which is-emerging is""'"of ""four sub-regions 'which ' have
will

or

shortly"have"their'own permanent institutions. _

Moreover," each sub-region "is "already or will shortly.^.'
be:in possession of' a comprehensive series of preliminary
■Industrial studies.'

sub-regi-oiis, iie.g.",

Some

of the projects

copper fabrication.".

cut across

The secretariat

■hope a'to prepare'" "^bef ore the end of 1966 a'continental.

inter-industr^ balance"' on the basis of the "sub-regional,
balances.

The Commission has

also "established a

Working Tarty oh Industry which will make

an. annual review

Of-' the "sub-regional'activities' with a view to ensuring

that these are" not" in 'conflict' with eventual economic...
-,..-■

■

co-operation

9/.
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■co-operation and, integration on. > regional .basis..-

The

phase of ■■preliminary-, study-will-Boon be over.-and- it--will
be possible: to. .concentrate efforts and- resources" on the
next steps.,

I-..-should:..-like; to-:.c:on3l"der-these briefly..

,.First-of all -a massive effort- is'required -to"
prepare feasibility and engineering studies-..,"

;

'Africa

has to acquire ■.-i^s own .machinery for■this-purpose and
train .its own personnel-.. ; Meanwhile . It. requla?e:s',

and ;

will, continue to require, for some time,. Extensive
assistance from .outside..,'the

continent...

This can be,

don©; partly through the. United -Nation-sv^-e^ia! Fundand partly by approaches to countries with bilateral"aid
programmes, many -of whom, have

help-..

shovm . themselves-iready ■ to

Within the subrregion&l approach'requests for'.'

feasibility and.-.e.ngineering studies, have to-be - group e-d,
since- a number of the .-industries are ."being planned, to
serve .the markets of several-, countries for related "■■■
products.,. In- addition, -whathe.r it is for small - or ■ '-.-'>

large scale projects, wevneed access to reputable ■"■■■■".
organizations -%nd for this.-purpose-much more ' could be' '
done, by .the ^orld Bank-..and the -toBtsd. Nations develop

ment ■programme, to e;stabllsh.r-in.dus:tri.al promotion and'
advisory se-rvices- both at the national -level', ■ as has":'

been done- in Tanzania, and at ;the.. sub-regional level,. ^
as i:s being, done:, in the J/Kbgreb.-f-:\

■

...

: ■■.■■■■ ■.■ ;

We need to- augment 'rapidly...facilities ^or. training
African, manpower for .-industrial:- development:- ..at:'- the ■ '■
and professional-technical." level^: at^.the- >■
and for. the;:p.roductiGn::l.ine.. *£t -the- ■ '

'

highest, ieye.1 we shall-; continue- to.^.take- adVantage---of^-the
overseas, training ,f;aC;ilities,:Qff e.red: by-: the developed
■

■■■■■

' ■■

■■ ■

countries./

10/..
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countries . ,/ But-, at

all-levels .we-; can .dp muc;h more ■-within

.Africa, by making increased use
which

of .training ■■facilities

already, axist. in. .-a number1, of

building new: ins/titutions

to

countries ,,' by--- ■" ■■ -■.

serve

several count pies,

especially in advanced technological, training"-and by
training within; enterprises-..

..:,.

done

to

generate

savings

an. increase

in domestic .savings- is- the '

obtain fpr; a long1 .time

to

.particularly at. the .earlier

come

is not

to.-rise.to

proportion

of ■ grants

and .soft

assistance

will.have

to. be

approach.and

the

"building of. -the
attractiveness
There

have

Settlement- of

Bank

scheme

the

in

increased.
of

our-e-ff orts^.. at ■■
burden

impossible
loans

countries

of

of

such projects

:":":

levels, the ■

total

capital':

The

sub-regional

for

the

larger industries will-Increase

the-

for" external "finance'. ■'
towards

-::

the World-Sank;1 :s" Convention ■■for 'the; ■ ■ '"
Investment

Disputes," "the111 ■'scheme

OSC.-D for, .a multilateral

investment

if

of

been, other recent-improvements

this end?- e.g.

by'the

grouping

must-'continue

external financef •'■'

stages

industrialisatipn.w .. furthermore i
indebtedness

can.

domestically .-and. -indeed -in

automatic-by-product, of ■ growth-;■.■■' Y-et we

against

being, worked

'arid' the

out- for■compensatory

Rational

investment

and .investment: codes' can-:.also ■ be useful.

guarantees

■■Dhe-SG'A

already published.-.a..preliminary '."survey

.harmonization, of- the

proposed

guarantee of foreign"

non-.coinmercial- risks'^

development- finance.

has

-.■"■:- ' ■ ■'■.

require- massive .capital formation. -■ Much.' ■more

large-measure

to

,-.""'

-.Industrial! development .on .the :s'c'ale" havr envisaged

will
be

..■■■■■....

'■

and-the"

different1.. nati-Onal'1 schemes ' is-'

now .likely to.. be ■■ discussed

;

.

at

a.-sub-re--glbnal- level- •;

We in/

ll/.

/
■
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We in'Africa must avoid a competitive scramble f or1 f orsign
capital"-."

In this'connection I should like to refer to

the proposed African Council 'for Economic. Co-operation
whiclx"was";first mooted at the 'Seventh sessio-n of the

ECA. .-Detailed proposals are now being examined, by

African"governments/

I" hope we can co-ordinate and

.stand vis-a-vis foreign capital through such, a body-,' '

"

I1 do'not think this Symposium need spend too much.

■■time' on' discussing Africa* s relationship with other,
economic-unions such as'the "European Common Market .and

the ■Commonwealth. '"■The relationships of, some African
countries to these' economic groupings have been

valuable to the' countries concerned.

Yet it is.

inevitable that there will'be changes as -the- African .

"

industrialisation and sub-regional integration"gathers
force,.

Meanwhile the climate for growing co-operation

between'African 'countries and the' developed countries
is such'that" there are very good prospects indeed of.,

increasing assistance, particularly" for industrial. . _"
development, whether through technical' advice,'.
training or finance, "'What we need to do now' is" to

define much more 'closely" what we want "and above all

./

develop our 'mechanism for co-operation among ourselves..,
I should now like to make some suggestions about

what I thin¥we: should "try to get out of this Symposium.
First of all I believe the time' has., come when we can
define precisely and comprehensively the basic strategy

of industrial development in . Africa,' basing "ourselves

on i$e main pillars of ".co-ordinated development in the/
four sub-regions as'a' step towards an "eventual ."
all-A!frican approach.

' "'"

"

""

•'
Secondly,/

12/

.':- ■ ': Secondly j""1 while "1""do"■riot believe this

is

the right

"forum"" for a det-aiTe1d-""discuss"iori of each industries

".

■

sector-since

■this-'-1' eUir-b'e xyursuecL-iirore fruitfully at the' sub--regiOnar level ■We-' can take

stock of "th"e 'Opportunities

for

co-operation ■

between^-siib^regiohs which/must" be ""identified with the
possibilities

in " each'secfor B ■ "

'■

\.

.,,

concrete

' "'."

•*->-'*■ ■■' -Thirdly,,"" -we"should1 try to 'arrive'' at' "specific recommendations
-on1 the

st^'ps- to1 be

taken on the

different

aspects

of industrial

development at'both-the national and"'the'sub-regional levels
• notably" feasibility' and- engineering1 studies" and' the

Africans

in this -fields

research-in Africas

the transfer'of technology and applied

training industrial manpower at all levels^

financing^' domestic1 and "external" standardisation5

industrial -development 5

.

incentives _ for

industrial promotion and' institutional

.airahgements-" f or' ■'co-ordinated "industrial

1 -'■" ■" ■ Fourthly^

training of

development.

since this "is' 'one" of a numbe'jr 'of "regional

symposia to be. followed "later- by a ■'world "symposium? "we should
b-efore -we' separate "define ■ clearly the 'position Africa shoalcL take
at

the-'-"-World'"Symposium. ■■■■-■■■■■■

It is-'sometiftes

argued "that

the programming "of industrial

development and "the -training' "of manpower are ' such vas'i problems
that- ndtliing serious' "can -b'e ""done' for ' a long' time.
wrong". ■■■: In..not

This

more ■ than a-'decade1 the1 UAR' has1 worked out

is wholly
a

comprehensive" national' plan "-with detailed industrial "programmes
.as'-par^Vthe-rebf-and has 'already achieved extensive" industrial '
development,strides

-Ghana,

in'the

same

Ivory Coast: and Tunisia are making rapid ■
direction"/": 'Affleans'" who' a "few years "ago" were

unknown" ;"and regard:ed' as -untrained are how iri "charge of vast

'pro jests" •■' '";¥e."are 'only -at" the" initial stages" of ' iron and steel
production -bu-t'-'we-' can- see -from India's' experience■ how" within the
period of construction of an iron and 'steel works virtually"all

the type/ "

13/.
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"the types of manpower which are needed to run it can "be trained.
It used to "be thought that it took three years to train a

skilled worker^ but "the UAR is now doing this in a"bout six months.
Similarly it is sometimes argued that a "blue print for the whole of

Africa has to "be drawn up before real industrialization can .get
under way.

This "is also wrong.

Thanks largely to the work

recently done by the ECAsali the elements are now available for
a rapid move forward in the industrialization of Africa,

Let me conclude therefore by asserting once again that
Africa cannot hope to narrow the gap between the nations of the

haves and those of the have-nots without accepting fully the
urgent need for public policy that will promote an effective
programme of industrialization.

lor do I "believe that we can

exert enough pressure on the development nations and the
various agencies that they still

control unless we are committed

to co-operation in development planning within Africa,

The BCA

together with the OAU Economic and Social Commission can help us
meet

this

challenge*

